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Abstract—We are developing a concurrent, agent-based approach to complex systems simulation as part of the CoSMoS project. In such simulations an agent’s behaviour can typically be characterised as a series of queries and updates to its environment—a “transactional” pattern of interaction familiar to programmers of database systems. We explore how ideas from the field of databases, such as optimistic approaches to consistency and replication, may profitably be applied to the field of simulation, and how the constraints of modern databases can be relaxed to yield better performance while maintaining simulation validity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The CoSMoS project\(^1\) is developing an approach to agent-based modelling and simulation of complex systems using concurrent software engineering techniques. Using the CoSMoS design process, a complex system is modelled as a collection of interacting, concurrent agents, each of which may have its own behaviour. CoSMoS has been especially concerned with systems that demonstrate emergent behaviour, where complex group behaviours arise from simple rules followed by individual agents: for example, Reynolds’ boids\(^1\) are simulated birds that form flocks as an emergent behaviour.

The initial simulations built as part of the TUNA project\(^2\) used the simple approach of modelling interactions between agents directly as channels or method calls. As more complex simulations were constructed, the lack of structure to the communications made it increasingly difficult to reason formally about the behaviour of the simulations. Model-checking is one way to guarantee correctness of a concurrent simulation\(^3\)—but this is often awkward, because model-checking languages are not very expressive, and intractably slow for even modest-sized systems. A better approach is to use a structural design rule such as I/O-PAR\(^4\), which describes how to construct components of a parallel system that, when used to construct a complete system, will guarantee that the system as a whole is free from deadlock and livelock problems. However, the design rules applicable to systems in which any component may communicate with any other in an unstructured fashion allow only very simple patterns of behaviour.

A. Environment orientation

To enable the engineering of more complex simulations as part of the TUNA and CoSMoS projects, we needed to introduce a common structure to the interactions between agents\(^5\). Our approach is based on the observation that the agents in complex systems—for example, flocking birds and trail-following ants—do not communicate directly with each other, but interact through the medium provided by their environment. Agents place information about their current state into the environment, and receive information about other agents—often in a highly-filtered form—from the environment. We call this approach environment orientation\(^6\), because it requires us to model our agents primarily in terms of their interactions with the environment.

This approach is familiar in the context of real-world communication using stigmergy\(^7\)—but we argue that all communication in a complex system can be considered as being mediated by the environment. Information placed in the environment may persist for some time, like the pheromones used by ants to form trails, or be transitory, such as the “photons” used to simulate visibility among a flock of birds.

Each agent in an environment-oriented simulation has both internal state, private to that agent, and external state which is made visible by other agents through the environment—how the agent “wishes to be seen” by other agents. Each agent follows a simple cycle of behaviour:

- retrieve information from the environment;
- compute new values for its internal and external state;
- publish its external state to the environment.

The regularity of the interactions between agents and their environment permits a wide variety of implementations; for example, we can construct massively-concurrent simulations using the client-server pattern\(^4\),\(^8\). (The introduction of the environment as an explicit mediator is a common pattern in the process-oriented programming paradigm, used to simplify interactions between concurrent processes when there is no natural ordering between them.)

\(^1\)http://www.cosmos-research.org/
We have already made practical use of this approach to simplify the implementation of several concurrent, distributed CoSMoS simulations [9], [10], and we plan to continue its use in future case studies. In the remainder of this paper, we will consider further some of the implications of environment orientation on the construction of complex systems simulations.

II. TRANSACTIONS AND LOCKING

Environment orientation can be considered as a transactional approach to complex systems simulation. Each agent in a simulation is responsible for maintaining the information published about itself. It does this by performing a sequence of transactions against the environment, which is a shared database of external states: during each cycle, an agent will query the environment for the external states of the other agents it is interested in, and update the environment with its new external state.

As the external state stored for each agent is only written to by that agent, there is no possibility of lock contention when updating the environment. That is, as long as agents reading the contents of a particular agent’s external state are prevented from viewing inconsistent state information while an update is in progress—that is, updates to the environment are atomic—then no further locking mechanism is necessary. Several approaches exist to ensure this sort of consistency: we can either make individual updates atomic, using the same techniques that conventional databases use to implement read-committed transaction isolation, or we can use phase synchronisation between concurrent agents to enforce write-before-read ordering [11].

In addition, these atomic updates of external state by individual agents mean that it is never necessary to roll back a transaction. We observe that this is also true of real-world complex systems: agents in the real world are not able to roll back their changes to the environment.

With such an overall design, there are many possible implementations of the state database used in the complex systems simulation, including relational database management systems and Linda-like [12] tuple spaces. Another possibility is software transactional memory [13], an approach to concurrent programming which makes database-like transactional operations available on shared memory. While the guarantees of full atomicity for multi-step operations that STM provides are not required for environment-oriented simulation, the STM approaches to lock-free atomic memory updates to shared memory on modern multicore systems are directly applicable to fine-grained simulation, without the considerable overhead of rollback.

III. EMBODIMENT

In an environment-oriented complex systems simulation, the environment is responsible for managing the state database and providing those facilities that are embodied [14] by the environment. Typically, the environment embodies aspects of real-world physics. For example, [6] describes how these embodied services may result in information being presented to agents, the clients of the environment, using various topological representations of the information.

The choice of properties to embody within the environment, though, is not always clear. For example, consider the implementation of pheromone trails in a simulation of ant foraging, in which trails are laid by ants, and fade away as time progresses. Trails could be implemented as agents, spawned into the simulation by ants, which maintain a pheromone level at a particular physical location as part of their external state; the behaviour of the pheromone agent would simply be to reduce its level periodically, and exit once the pheromone was exhausted. Alternatively, the trails could be embodied within the environment: the environment itself would “understand” that the pheromone levels represented an aspect of the physical world, and would manipulate the levels itself to implement decay.

There are trade-offs to be made here in terms of simplicity and generality, and in terms of efficiency. If all physical properties are implemented using specialised agents, the external state database is effectively just a tuple store (albeit one that will be accessed by, perhaps, many simulated agents executing across a distributed system); this simplifies its implementation and makes it directly applicable to all types of environment. However, these agents increase system load, and may require different patterns of interaction with the environment, complicating the communication patterns of the simulation—for example, you may need to ensure that all environmental properties have been updated before agents can observe the environment. On the other hand, if properties are implemented by the environment itself, this does not complicate the patterns of interaction between agents and the environment—but it requires the environment to be aware of the details of these properties, reducing its generality. It may prove convenient to strike a balance between the two in a practical simulation framework: implement a few common physical properties in the environment itself, but make it possible to extend the simulation with additional properties by writing specialised agents.

IV. TIME AND FAIRNESS

In a simulation following the I/O-PAR design rules, the communications between the agents give the simulation as a whole a shared sense of granular time: no agent can proceed to the next time step until it has communicated with all its neighbours. When agents do not directly communicate with each other, this shared sense of time is lost: agents can perform transactions whenever they like, which makes it possible for agents to execute at different virtual rates.
This is, of course, what happens to real-world complex systems agents as is discussed in [6]. However, in the real world, no agent can “run ahead” of the others; agents execute in a perfectly fair parallel manner, with the rate of their behaviour only limited by the inherent physical properties of the world. In a simulation, freewheeling is not acceptable: we must introduce a sense of time in order to ensure that agents’ access to the shared computational resources is scheduled fairly, with no agent able to starve another of execution time.

In the current CoSMoS simulations we provide the shared sense of time by an explicit barrier synchronisation at the end of each timestep [11], an approach inspired by Bulk Synchronous Parallelism [15]. We can further subdivide each timestep to control access to shared resources in one or more of a set of predefined “phases”.

We plan to improve performance for phase-based simulations by combining the “virtual time” technique used in event-based simulation [16], in which a timeless virtual time is represented simply as a monotonically-increasing tag tracked by simulation components, with the phase-regulating “clock” primitives provided by the X10 programming language [17]. Our clocks will keep track of a time- and phase-ordered list of future events; this will allow agents to run in strict time order with the maximum possible concurrency for each time step, while avoiding the unnecessary synchronisations that are a common problem in phase-based programs.

However, the problem with all these approaches is that they offer an inherently discretised representation of time. Discretising time has been shown to affect the accuracy of complex systems simulations in the same way that discretising space does [18], and results in reduced expressiveness of simulation systems [19]; we feel that continuous time is an extremely useful feature for complex systems simulations.

Furthermore, we must support these notions of continuous or discretised virtual time across non-uniform multicore and distributed systems—a problem that is hard to solve efficiently. Within the CoSMoS project we are investigating the extent to which this can be done using “sloppy” synchronisation: allowing the clocks on neighbouring systems to drift away from each other within predefined tolerances.

V. Reproducibility

Complex systems simulations are generally seen as providing the ability to perform completely reproducible experiments—providing a clear advantage over experimentation on real-world complex systems, where reproducibility is generally not feasible, and allowing published results to be directly reproduced by other researchers. However, several of the techniques we have described introduce nondeterminism into our simulations: for example, concurrent transactional state updates without external synchronisation allow updates to occur in any order, and “sloppy” implementations of time synchronisation in a distributed simulation may trade off consistency against performance.

We believe that a degree of nondeterminism will be acceptable in many circumstances. Simulation can be considered as a scientific instrument that we use to understand the behaviour of a system, and like all instruments it has a degree of uncertainty in its results that can be established by calibration. The scientific method is very good at dealing with real-world experiments with nondeterministic behaviour; the same techniques—error bounds, sensitivity analysis, and other statistical techniques—can be applied to interpret the results of nondeterministic simulations.

It is rare that the results of a single run of a complex system simulation are directly useful, just as the result of a single real-world experiment is rarely considered sufficient. We normally want to run our simulation many times with the same parameters, and aggregate the results to give a better understanding of the typical behaviour of the system; this will have the effect of “averaging out” the effects of nondeterminism on the individual results. In addition, permitting a greater degree of nondeterminism will generally speed up the simulation, making it practical to run it more times—and, unlike in the real world, we can ensure that the initial conditions for a set of experiments are always exactly the same.

When debugging a simulation, being able to reproduce a single run exactly is sometimes useful. To support this, we could give the programmer a control that allows them to trade determinism against performance—for example, by reducing the degree of concurrency and enabling additional explicit synchronisations when greater determinism is required. Furthermore, techniques exist for debugging nondeterministic concurrent systems [20] where software is instrumented so that a rough trace of its execution path is retained. Subsequent debugging runs can then be automatically steered down the same execution path, with the trace being iteratively refined with feedback from the programmer until the desired behaviour is reproduced. This approach could be applied to a nondeterministic simulation.

Fundamentally, we believe that a complex systems simulation will still be more reproducible (i.e. have less variance in its results) than a corresponding real-world experiment—although it is still important to construct a reasonable validity argument for any simulation. Given the inherent inaccuracy in most existing simulations, we believe that encouraging scientists to reason about the accuracy of results obtained via simulation in the same way that they would for “wet” experiments is appropriate.

VI. Robustness

The real world—the most complex of all complex systems—is inherently extremely robust. Systems composed of a huge number of independent agents from which useful behaviour emerges will usually continue to function in a
A wide range of different circumstances: agents are born and die, information is delayed, lost or corrupted, and interactions are complex and unpredictable. While undesirable behaviours exist, such as the auto-immune diseases that appear in organisms equipped with complex immune systems, they are rare; complex systems usually return themselves to some kind of stable state.

Engineered systems fare poorly by comparison, usually demonstrating extreme sensitivity to both initial and changing conditions. Systems built by humans tend to be fragile, with a wide variety of spectacular failure modes [21]. This applies even to existing simulations of complex systems, which often display high sensitivity to parameter values and to implementation details such as the scheduling order of concurrent processes.

An ideal complex systems simulation would be as robust as the complex system itself. In our transactional approach, each agent’s behaviour is largely independent of the other agents in the simulation, and is not affected by the heavy hand of precise time steps and explicit global synchronisation. We believe that this decoupling should tend to increase the robustness of our simulations, and that we should actively try to build robust simulations by testing the sensitivity of our simulation to artificially-induced “faults” such as blocked access to parts of the simulation, changes to the order in which state updates are recorded, and forcible introduction or termination of agents. We are investigating such systematic manipulations of our simulations with the ultimate intention of being able to measure the robustness of a particular simulation.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have described a “transactional” approach to the simulation of complex systems, based on our experience of existing approaches to simulation, and we have outlined some of the implications that the use of this approach would have on the construction of simulations. Many of the individual techniques we have described are already being used successfully during the construction of simulations for the CoSMoS project.

We are presently building new concurrent simulations using a “purely transactional” approach to implementation. While our initial results have been encouraging, so far we have only considered systems at a relatively small scale without distribution; we plan to extend our work to larger systems to further test the effectiveness of our approach.
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